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CLEAN WING SCRUBBER KIT 
he CleanWing Scrubber is designed to make 
cleaning your aircraft EASIER than before. 
Utilizing a curved frame with sturdy handle, you’re 
able to reach MORE SURFACE AREA at one 
time than the traditional sponge. The CleanWing 
Scrubber’s handle allows you to exert the needed 

pressure to effectively clean the leading edges of your aircraft removing 
all the bugs after each flight, quickly and easily.
The CleanWing Scrubber utilizes the BOSS Aircraft Cleaning Pad, 
attaching quickly to the curved frame of the handle. The BOSS Aircraft 
Cleaning Pad is paint-safe cleaning product that will quickly and easily 
remove all those bugs .................................P/N 09-05762 ...........$32.95

CLEANERS – WIPES

SAFETY WASH
Safety Wash is a mild neutral PH water based exterior wash 
& wax concentrate designed to be gentle on your aircraft. It 
provides detergency and built-in easy rinse characteristics 
that will enhance gloss and eliminate the risk of streaking. 
Formulated for general routing washing of aircraft. Meets 
Boeing & McDonnell Douglas approvals. Safety Wash is 
NOT designed to clean heavily soiled areas.
1 Gallon ....................................P/N 09-00526 ...........$27.60
5 Gallon Pail .............................P/N 09-00527 .........$158.75

HYDRASOLVE
Hydrasolve is a thickened, heavy duty, water soluble gel 
degreaser formulated for efficiency and performance in a 
broad range of cleaning and degreasing applications. It will 
easily and safely remove carbon exhaust, exhaust tracks, 
hydraulic fluid, thrust reversers, soot areas, oil & bugs. 
Hydrasolve is a gel product that clings to the surface being 
cleaned and has the ability to rinse spot free. Meets Boeing 
& McDonnell Douglas approvals.
1 Gallons ...................................P/N 09-00528 ...........$37.55
5 Gallon Pail .............................P/N 09-00529 .........$123.75

PS WORKPLACE HAND
CLEANER TOWEL

Workplace Hand Cleaner Towels have powerful yet 
safe cleaning agents that work together with an absor-
bent, non-scratching abrasive hand cleaning towel. 
The results is hands that are clean, with a pleasant 
fragrance.

• Uniformly premoistened towel
• Superior terpene blend
• Deep cleaning, non-scratching abra sives quickly remove embedded   
 dirt and grime
• Fast acting
• Disposable
• Eliminates the need for soap, water and a sink 
• Improves workplace productivity by reducing costly clean-up time
• Does not require water
• Easy to carry and store
• Convenient 
• Bucket of 72 Towels .................................P/N 09-02546 ...........$19.90

WORX INDUSTRIAL WIPES
• 70ct High powered pre-moistened multipurpose cleaner
• Automotive, industrial, manufacturing, construction
• Natural oils and emollients, safe for hands and skin
• Durable non-scratching fabric for maximum cleaning
• Simple to use - just wipe down surface and dispose
 P/N 09-02604 ...........$22.70

PURPLE METAL POLISH
Purple Metal Polish is in a class of its own. This is truly a 
no-rub metal polish. When you see just how easy it actually 
is to polish aluminum, chrome, brass and even plastic, you 
will be totally amazed.   Specially formulated for easability, 
durability and a super high quality shine. It is a super quick 
and easy maintenance product. Purple Metal Polish contains 
a superior abrasive along with Hi-tech cleaners and sealers 
to safely clean, shine and protect all metal surfaces without 
scratching! Also removes scratches from acrylic windshields.
 P/N 09-02860 ...........$13.85

STRUTWIPE HYDRAULIC WIPE 
MIL-PRF-5606

This wipe is an excellent choice for cleaning chrome 
piston cylinders and struts. The wipe is presaturated 
with top of the line hydraulic fluid: MIL-PRF-5606. It is 
lint and static free, made of 100% cotton cloth woven 
and finished without starch, binders, or any foreign 
substances. The cloth finish gives this wipe a softer 
and better dirt-trapping capacity and has incredible 
retention to minimize fluid drip.
4” by 4” .............................P/N 09-05698 .............$1.95 
6” by 6” .............................P/N 09-02668 .............$3.35 

STRUTWIPE HYDRAULIC WIPE 
MIL-PRF-83282

This wipe is an excellent choice for cleaning chrome 
piston cylinders and struts. The wipe is presaturated 
with top of the line hydraulic fluid: MIL-PRF-83282. It is 
lint and static free, made of 100% cotton cloth woven 
and finished without starch, binders, or any foreign 
substances. The cloth finish gives this wipe a softer 
and better dirt-trapping capacity and has incredible 
retention to minimize fluid drip.
6” by 6” .............................P/N 09-02669 .............$3.35

ALUMINUM DEOXIDIZER
Want a product that really takes the elbow grease out of 
polishing? This is a very Hi-Tech chemical designed to clean 
and deoxidize all metal surfaces without streaking, hazing, 
burning or damaging the surfaces. Removes scale, road film, 
most acid stains and even rust on Chrome! It is the easiest 
and safest way to prep the metal before polishing. It really 
works great!
Can be used with most cream type polishes. If your 
aluminum has a milky look to it even after being polished, try 
this Aluminum Deoxidizer before polishing, you will achieve 
a Crystal Clear Shine ................P/N 09-02859 ...........$15.90

EAGLE ONE A2Z ALL
WHEEL & TIRE CLEANER

Any wheel, any tire. Nothing cleans better. The Eagle One 
A2Z Wheel & Tire Cleaner features a powerful 2-in-1 formu-
la. It clings to the surface of ANY wheel or tire to safely and 
easily remove brake dust, grime and grease. Manufacturer 
Recommended. The thick acid-free foam is safe for any type 
of wheel, hubcap or tire, making for a risk-free clean. No 
Scrub Formula.  Alkaline builders pull dirt and grime from 
the surface of wheels and tires, breaking up tough deposits 
without agitation. .......................P/N 10-04938 ...........$11.50

FLOOR AND ALL
PURPOSE CLEANER

This pre-measured 1.5 Oz Floor & All Purpose Cleaner 
is Concentrated, Non-Corrosive, and Biodegradable. The 
superior quality of this product is proven better, use one 
pouch per mop bucket, it is safe on all surfaces, it won’t 
dull high gloss finishes, and helps keep floors safe.
 P/N 09-04017 .............$0.67

TOUGHGUARD-AERO® EXTERIOR 
PAINT PROTECTION KITS 

Toughguard’s Aviation™ Nano Paint Coating Product 
is known for protecting some of the world’s most 
recognizable and prized military, commercial, corporate 
and private aircrafts. Toughguard’s™ Nano paint coating 
has met or exceeded industry specifications and proved to 
be a reliable, safe product that can be counted on in a wide 

variety of applications. Test results have proven durability and performance 
levels and have concluded that aircraft protected with Toughguard™ will 
have a greater resistance to the buildup of harmful environmental elements 
such as; rain erosion, UV damage, soot and carbon buildup, pollutant 
& chemical damage and bird/insect residues. Toughguard’s™ distinct 
advantage comes from the exclusive proprietary formulations that are truly 
unique in composition, validated by laboratory tests and satisfied customers 
who have come to rely on and expect the consistent and dependable 
durability that has become synonymous with Toughguard™.
Small Kit ......................................................P/N 09-05757 ...........$98.75
Medium Kit...................................................P/N 09-05758 .........$225.00
Large Kit ......................................................P/N 09-05759 .........$440.00
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